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Delivery from 10 to 18 days
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CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

UF116918 Refrigerated counter for bars, 2 glass doors, ventilated,
temp + 2 ° + 8 °, V 230/1, kw 0.464, dim. mm
1350x540x850h

PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION

HORIZONTAL BACK COUNTER 2 GLAZED DOORS , capacity 260 liters , ventilated , operating temperature + 2 / + 8 ° C , equipped
with:

external structure of the cabinet in gray skinplate on galvanized sheet metal ,
internal tank in non-toxic white skinplate,
interior lighting ,
feet with aluminum base adjustable from the inside with adjustment from 30 to 55 mm,
90 ° door stop with automatic closing,
refrigeration unit consisting of a compressor and a ventilated condenser,
evaporator placed in the internal tank, protected with standard painting, positioned behind the column and equipped with 2 circular fans and the
defrost water collection tray,
CFC-free refrigerant,
electronically regulated defrosting,
electrical system according to CE standards,
electronic thermostat .

Equipment used to cool cans, bottles, beer kegs or as a multi-purpose built-in back counter.

TECHNICAL CARD

power supply Monofase
Volts V 230/1

frequency (Hz) 50
motor power capacity (Kw) 0,381

breadth (mm) 1350
depth (mm) 540
height (mm) 850

TECHNICAL CARD

CODE/PICTURES DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY



Delivery from 4 to 9 days

Delivery from 4 to 9 days

Delivery from 4 to 9 days

Delivery from 4 to 9 days

UF111630 Supplement for motor inversion
Supplement for motor inversion

UF119442 Supplement for stainless steel worktop

UF141679 Supplement for group of 2 glazed drawers
Supplement for group of 2 glazed drawers, including 2
steel separators per drawer (90 Kg - Fulterer)

UF141680 Supplement for group of 3 glazed drawers
Supplement for group of 3 glazed drawers, including 2
steel separators per drawer (90 Kg - Fulterer)
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